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Most honourable chancellor, ladies and gentlemen, graduands: Librarian, ProVice-

Chancellor, Chief Executive of the British Library, Dame Lynne Brindley has not only 

facilitated the education of hundreds of thousands of university students, she has 

also quite literally directed the reading of the nation. 

 

Having gained a first class music degree at Reading, the honorand studied 

librarianship at University College London.  This was a logical move – from Reading 

to reading.  At an early stage of her professional career she joined the CEO’s team 

at the British Library, moving on to direct library services at Aston University, 

followed by the London School of Economics and then the University of Leeds.  At 

the first and last, she was also a Pro Vice-Chancellor – proof that in a university at 

least knowledge really is power. 

 

In the year 2000 she returned to the British Library as Chief Executive, the first 

woman to hold the post.  Arriving just after the move to St Pancras, she transformed 

what was an old institution in a new building, into a new library fit for the needs of the 

new millennium.  Any undergraduate sitting here who has worked in the British 

Library has benefitted directly from Dame Lynne’s direction, for it was she who 

opened it to undergraduates.  Equally, all of us who are now used to ordering and 

consulting its material at a distance are enjoying the fruits of her drive to make it a 

leader in online provision.  No longer was it the butt of dusty library quips …; now it 

was the benevolent spider at the centre of the world wide web. 

 

Having served on the boards of research councils as well as those of libraries and 

museums, the honorand was acutely aware of the needs of research and 

scholarship, but she could also appreciate the bigger picture.  Under her guidance, 

the British Library became ever more central to the cultural life of the nation as a 

whole: this, laudable in itself, was also the best way in a challenging economic and 

political environment to secure the core services and the curatorial scholarship on 

which the academic community depends.  Her signal achievements were publically 
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recognised in 2008 when she was made Dame Commander of the Order of the 

British Empire. 

 

For the cultural life of Durham, this year in particular her contribution is signal: she 

was instrumental in the decision to allow the Lindisfarne Gospels to come to Palace 

Green as the centrepiece of our great exhibition.  No less noteworthy was her role in 

securing for the nation the Cuthbert Gospel, the oldest nearly-perfectly-preserved 

western book: dating from around 700, it was found in 1104 next to the head of St 

Cuthbert ….  In very difficult circumstances, the British Library raised the nine million 

pounds purchase price – a real bargain.  And under an innovative agreement, fifty 

per cent of the time the book is on public display, it will be shown in Durham. 

 

Dame Lynne now moves on to the new challenge of becoming Master of Pembroke 

College, Oxford, following in the footsteps – though perhaps not quite at the speed – 

of Sir Roger Bannister.  Founded in 1624, Pembroke College is two centuries older 

than Durham University - but nine centuries younger than the Cuthbert Gospel. 

 

In sum, the honorand has ensured that the nation’s greatest repository of knowledge 

and of the past has a future.  Accordingly, most honourable Chancellor, to you and to 

the whole university I present Lynne Brindley to receive the degree of Doctor of Civil 

Law honoris causa. 
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